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KUWAIT: Views Carat announced the
Kuwaiti results of it globally renowned
Consumer Connection System (CCS); the
world’s leading research, insight and plan-
ning tool which uncovers consumer atti-
tudes towards the most important media
channels and how those same consumers
will engage and use any touch point that can
influence buying behavior. 

In doing so, Views Carat, who announced
their new partnership in August of this year,
has gained an unrivalled level of insight that
moves beyond understanding media con-
sumption: For the first time in Kuwait, CCS
has measured consumer interaction with the
entire media landscape in a single study and
examined how communication channels
influence a decision making process across a
wide range of specific industries. These
invaluable insights into many of the tradition-
al and new forms of communication touch
points will help brands build accountability
and effectiveness into their media planning.

It is no surprise that social networking
sites are an important digital touch point,
but CCS highlights the need to have a
social-engagement strategy that is integrat-
ed and geared towards generating earned
media. 71 percent of Kuwait consumers
believe their online identity is an important
part of who they are, revealing just how
important it is for brands to have a strong

social presence that allows them to interact
with their fans and followers. So what can
brands do to ensure they are reaching their
audience? It is now more important than
ever for brands to create an immersive con-
sumer journey on and offline that tells a
story to their followers. 

Figures
The figures revealed that over 57 percent

of Kuwaiti consumers are likely to search for
more information about a brand or product
on the internet as a direct result of watching
their TV advertisement, while 31 percent of

consumers regularly use hashtags that they
have just seen on TV. 

Despite the ever growing importance of
digital, traditional media still plays a vital
role along the path to purchase. Insights
into the Out Of Home revealed that 63 per-
cent of consumers highlighted that they
notice what is being advertised on posters
they regularly pass by. Radio had a slightly

lower affinity among consumers with only
34 percent highlighting that radio reminds
them of brands they might need to use. 

This is the first time CCS data has been
available for the Kuwaiti market, having had
its inaugural launch to the region in 2012.
The research, along with Carat’s other pro-
prietary tools, helps brands, in any sector or
industry, understand the most effective
touch points relevant to their target audi-
ence. 

CCS also includes comprehensive data on
demographics, lifestyle habits, daily routines
and brand information. The result is a far

deeper level of actionable insight on atti-
tudes towards specific media channels in
the region, thereby introducing greater
accountability into any integrated commu-
nications plan that incorporates bought,
owned and earned media channels. 

Unrivalled servicing
Karim Bitar, CEO of Views Carat said: “We

are extremely excited to launch CCS to the
Kuwaiti market, which will only improve our
local knowledge and ability to provide unri-
valled client servicing. With this level of
information, Views Carat can introduce

greater precision to our communications
planning and make sure we deliver the most
effective campaigns for our clients.”

Martin Boot, General Manager of Carat
Qatar and Kuwait added: “Our new offering
will allow us to assist our existing and poten-
tial clients in obtaining truly cost efficient
advertising that gives them the greatest
return on investment. CCS will uncover
nationally-representative insights which are
not widely available in this market which
will prove invaluable to brands who wish to
instantly understand the Kuwaiti consumer”.
The results were announced at the Views
Carat launch event on 13 December 2015 in
Kuwait City.

KUWAIT: A group photo for officials in attendance at the press conference yesterday. —Photos by Fouad Al-Shaikh and Yasser Al-Zayyat

Views Carat announces results from its
ground breaking consumer study for Kuwait
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Karim Bitar, CEO of Views Carat 
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Fighting the
culture of hate

UN Secretary General Ban ki-Moon’s call to fully respect the
Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of the
Crime of Genocide (CPPCG) on the International Day of

Commemoration and Dignity of the Victims of the Crime of
Genocide and of the Prevention of this Crime is a highly significant
perspective to boost awareness and eliminate some of the bad
images about inhumane practices in some parts of the world. 

Despite the presence of a convention to prevent and incrimi-
nate genocide since 1948, this did not prevent some devastating
violations of the principles of prohibiting killing mankind or a cer-
tain race over delusions about the supremacy of a race or a reli-
gion over another. 

Ban’s emphasis that genocide means more warnings and
preparation to take immediate measures to solve the problem and
show respect to human rights all the time everywhere for protect-
ing victims and their families’ rights, especially since those viola-
tions were not incidental forms of conflicts (as he put it) and are,
most of the time, systematically planned for defined purposes that
can happen without any conflicts, means that solutions should be
systematic, especially as poverty, famine and ignorance have
spread as planned by certain regimes in certain spots to keep cer-
tain groups under constant pressure. 

We must overcome shortsighted concepts based on fanati-
cism and hate for others worldwide according to their identity,
religion, race or others to consequently create fake excuses to
commit some dreadful and vicious actions that violate the sim-
plest rights of life and enhance humiliation of the human race, be
that in times of war or peace. There is more of ‘we and them’ or
‘north and south,’ which is totally against all international justice
and etiquette rules. 

The secretary general’s emphasis on preventing genocide
reflects commitment to international laws, and governments have
to keep such commitments by investing in prevention, taking
effective steps that call for the international community’s respect
to principles called for by various religions, and accordingly pre-
vent barbaric behaviors built on ideas that are supposed to have
become instinct because we belong to the human race that had
been created to build and construct rather than destroy earth. 

In my view

“ALeader’s Legacy begins with stepping to the zone of
the uncomfortable debate.”

Walking the extra mile involves limitless boundaries; leaders
aim to model and create their own individual aspects reveling
their success towards a purposeful reputation not replicated but
originated according to one’s understanding of being able to
demonstrate unique personal branding. 

Never has it been more necessary for teams to be able to work
through the Zone of Uncomfortable Debate (ZOUD) - that unspo-
ken process that prevents questioning yet generates sensitivity.
Activists stepped in apart from their diverse views to create a his-
torical moment that portrayed leadership traits emerging across
all individuals to debate deep conceptualizations, which lead to
challenges hidden for years.  

Today, we are able to observe how the Paris Climate Change
Summit evolved around many years of managing uncertainty by
leaders taking ownership of a global aspect, the “ZOUD” became
an astonishing moment to view. Mature adaptability recognized
by a series of theories and literature reviews enforced to allow
leaders to congratulate one another in the agreement that
enabled to set a pathway for future diagnostic challenges relating
to the zone that has been ambiguous but as a result defined the
correct view of “global modeling.

Over the past month, we have experienced and observed
damaging ironic situations of terrorism and volatility.  Severe dis-
ruptions still caused worldwide in terms of security and calmness
among nations.  On the contrary, global collaboration and unity
today, managed to illustrate a different scene of memorable inci-
dents.

We have observed high leadership standards in face of solidar-
ity from diverse schools of thought representing visionary acts
that reflected signs behind the concept of global modeling
according to projecting sufficient analysis:

l Solid transformation of deliberate emotional intelligence
that represents displaying learning agility.

l Political awareness forecasting the catastrophic situations by
rural nations suffering.

l Dismissal of dysfunctional organizations creating threaten-
ing delays by forcing ineffective decisions.

l Competitive discussions generated debating the sincere
need of considering solutions for unpredictable situations.

l Commitment to managing uncertainty towards resembling
shared knowledge.

l Engagement towards value creation based aspects. 
l Anticipating the change through vision leadership - Business

Models
The regulations established proved senior leadership units are

figures of speech and action, without a conceding voice the cycle
of human nature will not sustain, it is an act of empowerment for
all to redefine the challenges encountering all species on the plan-
et.  The global public understanding transformed due to the effect
of ministers and negotiators art of compromise lead by exampling
the outcomes as evidence to endorse GLOBAL MODELLING
approach.  The path of creating hope was collectively determined
through findings that supported ambitious compromise leading
to success as expected by all nations’ contribution and participa-
tion, a dream guided by an aim for forceful success.

As Christiana Figueres, Executive Secretary UNFCCC stated,
“The Paris UN Climate Conference represents an historic opportu-
nity to put the world on course to meet the climate change chal-
lenge. The world needs a new model of growth that is safe,
durable and beneficial to all.  The Paris Agreement is not only pos-
sible, it is necessary and urgent. We are counting on everyone’s
contribution.”

The closure observed lead to realizing the ability to work effec-
tively in the ‘Zone of Uncomfortable Debate’  a capability that dis-
tinguishes effective performance amongst leaders and nations,
external and internal influences, realistic and unpredictable mat-
ters, all delivering a huge transformation to interpret challenging
situations yet legacy blueprints in favor of long awaited critical
concerns unmanaged affecting tomorrow’s generation to come.

Global modeling

In my view

By Nada Borisly

KUWAIT: The Finance Ministry said yes-
terday that real estate exhibitions held in
the country are ‘crucial’ to pushing the
economic wheel forward. The ministry’s
Acting Assistant Undersecretar y for
Foreign Trade Fawaz Al-Shallal made this
remark to the press after the opening of

‘The Elite Real Estate Exhibition’ being
held under the patronage of Minister of
Commerce and Industry Dr Yousef Al-Ali
from December 14 to 19.

The exhibition aims at boosting real
estate sector in the country, attempting
to remove obstacles that face investors

and consumers al ike and presenting
everything new in the real estate busi-
ness. More than 70 local and international
companies are presenting more than 200
real estate projects worldwide at the
expo; it is also seeing the participation of
banks and funding companies as well,

Shallal added.
He pointed out that the Kuwait i

investor is ‘smart;’ he can recognize good
investing opportunities whether for per-
sonal  use or  for  f inancial  gain.  The
Ministry’s job is to provide a link between
investors and investees. —KUNA

‘Real estate fairs crucial to push economy forward’

KUWAIT: The Finance Ministry’s Acting Assistant Undersecretary for Foreign
Trade Fawaz Al-Shallal inaugurates the exhibition. 

Assistant Undersecretary Fawaz Al-Shallal speaks to reporters.
—Photos by Fouad Al-Shaikh

KUWAIT: The Commercial Bank of Kuwait’s (CBK) Chairman of the Board
of Directors Ali Al-Mousa honored employee Suleiman Al-Qassar for
winning the 8th Shooting Championship that was organized recently by
the Kuwait Banks Club. Assistant Undersecretary Fawaz Al-Shallal tours the exhibition.


